Blue Schedule ~ 2020-2021 school year

Early Learning STEM
• Early Learning Kit – Ship 8/24, Return 6/12

Kindergarten STEM
• Trees and Weather – Ship 8/24, Return 6/12
• Materials & Motion – Ship 11/2, Return 2/22
• Animals 2x2 – Ship 2/22, Return 6/12

First Grade STEM
• Air & Weather – Ship 8/24, Return 10/26
• Sound & Light – Ship 10/26, Return 3/1
• Plants & Animals – Ship 3/1, Return 6/12

Second Grade STEM
• Insects & Plants – Ship 8/24, Return 10/26
• Solids & Liquids; Play Dough – Ship 10/26, Return 3/1
• Pebbles, Sand & Silt – Ship 3/1, Return 6/12

Third Grade STEM
• Water & Climate – Ship 8/24, Return 10/26
• Motion & Matter; Packaging Design – Ship 10/26, Return 3/1
• Structures of Life – Ship 3/1, Return 6/12

Fourth Grade STEM
• Environments– Ship 8/24, Return 10/26
• Energy; Rocket Design – Ship 10/26, Return 2/8
• Soil, Rocks & Landforms – Ship 2/8, Return 6/12

Fifth Grade STEM
• Living Systems – Ship 8/24, Return 11/23
• Mixtures & Solutions; Water Filter – Ship 11/23, Return 2/22
• Earth & Sun – Ship 2/22, Return 6/12

Sixth Grade STEM
• Variables & Design – Ship 8/24, Return 10/12
• Electromagnetic Force – Ship 10/12, Return 11/30
• Weather & Water; Penguin Challenge – Ship 11/30, Return 3/29
• Earth History – Ship 3/29, Return 6/12

Middle School Life Science
• Diversity of Life – Ship 8/24, Return 6/12
• Human Body – Ship 11/23, Return 2/22
• Populations and Ecosystems – Ship 2/22, Return 5/17
• Heredity & Adaptation – Ship 5/17, Return 6/12

Middle School Physical Science
• Chemical Interactions – Ship 8/24, Return 11/30
• Gravity & Kinetic Energy – Ship 11/30, Return 1/25
• Waves – Ship 1/25, Return 3/15
• Planetary Science – Ship 3/15, Return 6/12

Nanotechnology, Forensics, ROV, VEX IQ, & VEX Cortex
• Choice of Semester – Ship 8/24, Return 6/12